September 14, 2018

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

ADDENDUM 2

RFP 341902 Hazardous Materials Inventory Compliance and Data Management Software Suite

Please note the following answers to questions that were asked prior to the deadline for inquiries date of 09/28/18 at 3:00 P.M., MST.

Q1: How many unique chemicals ASU has in its inventory or the number of SDSs. An estimate or best guess is acceptable.

A1: ASU currently has a self-managed program. We don't maintain SDSs in a central repository; instead, the labs maintain their own SDS manual or electronic SDS file.

There are currently 151,000 chemicals in the database, these are not all unique and include many duplications of the same chemical. The same chemicals may be listed in different packaging sizes, manufacturers, etc., and the data may also be duplicated or entered multiple times with slight variations in information. The number of unique listings is less than 151,000.

We currently have a total of 92,000 chemical line item entries listed in our laboratory inventories (2,200 registered labs).

Our chemical catalog includes 250,000 unique vendor SKUs.

Please remember that Proposals are to be mailed or delivered to Arizona State University Purchasing and Business Services 1551 S. Rural Rd. Tempe, AZ 85281, no later than 3:00 P.M., MST, 10/23/18.

If you have any questions regarding this notice, please contact me at 480-965-3849 or Lorenzo.Espinoza@asu.edu. You may also find RFP 341901 and any updates at http://www.asu.edu/purchasing/bids/index.html